MINUTES
MESA General meeting
October 23, 2001

In attendance:     Lisa Sheehy, Raj Patel, Brian Lawler, Summer Brown
Not in attendance: Jake Klerlein, Nancy Williams, John Weber, Chris Drumm
4:00-4:30

1. Vote on changes in MESA constitution
   a. Key changes have to do with TME editor & editorial board, to help define that position and time changes. Also, change in travel money – can’t ask twice. VP in charge of RESA exam. Secretary puts out calendars.
   b. 12 for, 0 against accepting changes.

2. Current activities
   a. RESA update – Summer describes exam and process. A service project. States we are currently writing problems. Could use help writing ciphering problems.
   b. Sunshine Committee – help us (Lisa & Robyn Bryant) know of celebrations and condolences of fellow MESA and Math Ed people. Also are working with custodial staff on Mondays, 3-4pm in lab 111-113.
   c. Jr. – Sr. connections. Raj is planning a party. Also, to visit seniors while student teaching.
   d. Intramurals
   e. Other: Colloquium next week – former MS teacher, geared toward teachers 11/1 3:30-5:00 in Aderhold 102.

3. Comments/suggestions for/to MESA or on experience in UGA Math Ed
   a. We should play indoor soccer

follow-up items
- (Brian) Ask John Weber to complete process of Accepting Constitution revisions
- (Brian) post revised constitution to the web
- (Lisa) Ask pat Wilson about 8-9pm on 11/1 to have Jr-Sr gathering

Next Meeting
3:30pm on 11/02/01 at JW (Nancy’s birthday)